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new MacBook is still quite light at 2.3 pounds. The previous
MacBook Air weighed in at a little over 2 pounds, and you can
tell right away that the new model is lighter than that. As you

turn the notebook over, the lack of weight is even more
apparent. At the same time, it’s surprisingly heavy, which isn’t

a common trait for ultraportable notebooks. But this isn’t
about weight, it’s about beauty. Apple has always succeeded
with its design, and the new MacBook Air is a great example.
It’s thinner and lighter than before, and it’s also very pretty.

The new MacBook looks like a big iPhone. While the build
quality isn’t quite as good as Apple’s iPhone, the similarities

are numerous. It’s got rounded edges, a smooth and polished
finish e79caf774b
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is Ask Ubuntu rewarded with 1 rep per answer? Why is ask
Ubuntu rewarded with +1 rep per accepted answer in

StackExchange. I think it is wrong. Any user can answer any
question. Maybe because of the lack of users, we need to

encourage users to answer. If I give a good answer, we should
get more reputation from other users. If we can give

reputation to a good answer, others will answer more and
more, so that our reputation will be increased. A: Short Answer
Yes, it's wrong. No, it doesn't encourage users to answer. Long

Answer Ask Ubuntu is not a Q&A site. It's a forum. Why you
think it is bad that you gain points for answering or giving an
answer is an explanation in its own. But a forum is mostly a

Q&A site for people interested in a specific topic. So the site is
not intended to allow people to ask and answer, but to allow

people to ask and discuss. That's what it is for. See here. In an
environment with a clear topic defined, everyone is allowed to

answer, so having Ask Ubuntu reward you for answering is
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also, navigate to the folder where you installed your plugin.
open your.xpi file and find the enkelin folder. extract all the

files. and now you can use the go to plugins window and click
on the download button. a button will apear and you can press

ok. For Free: search for the go to plugins folder. go to the
plugins folder. go to search folder. Crossover Office Installer is

a software with an intuitive interface that makes. This
installation tool can be used on all 32- and 64-bit versions of

Windows, both on the desktop and the mobile platforms.. easy
to use free download. Foxit PhantomPDF 12.0.0.3212 x86 x64
Setup (Activation Code).// // Generated by class-dump 3.5 (64

bit) (Debug version compiled Oct 25 2017 03:49:04). // // class-
dump is Copyright (C) 1997-1998, 2000-2001, 2004-2015 by
Steve Nygard. // #import "TUpdateLayerView.h" @interface

TIconView : TUpdateLayerView { } - (void)initCommon; @end
Q: Read binary file with header line in python I'd like to read a
binary file with header line in python. I know how to read the

raw data. But when I try to read using header = [line.strip() for
line in open('input_data','rb').readlines()][0] print header It

gives me the error: File "binreader.py", line 6, in __getitem__
return headers[line.strip()] File "/System/Library/Frameworks/P
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ython.framework/Versions/7.3/lib/python2.7/encodings/ascii.py
", line 26, in encode return codecs.ascii_encode(input,

self.errors)[0] UnicodeEncodeError: 'ascii' codec can't encode
character '\u2192' in position 79: ordinal not in range(128)

Which part is wrong? A: As @haike, you need to use the
codecs.open() method to
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